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Roman gods
• Here are the top 10 roman gods and what there called.

• 1 Jupiter the king of gods.

• 2 Neptune the God of seas. 

• 3  Pluto the God of the underworld.

• 4 Apollo the god of sun,music, and prophecy.

• 5  Mars the god of war.

• 6  Cupid the god of love.

• 7 saturn the god of time wealth and agriculture. 

• 8 vulcan the god of fire. 

• 9 mercury the god of financial gain poetry and eloquence.

• 10 Bacchus, the God of Wine and Fertility.



Roman mythology what it means

• Roman mythology means what they prodicted like gods they thought 
were real. They prodicted a sea god called Neptune. they prodicted 
different types of stuff that weren’t real. like different types of dogs. 



Roman army’s 

• What was life like in a roman army 

• When they first entered the roman army they had to train really hard so 
they can be strong enough to fight others. Like there freinds or people 
they like.They were forced to fight or they would be kicked out. They 
would do hours of it and they would have to train first before they fight.



Roman spartains and gladiators who would 
win 

• So this is what I predict. I think gladiators because they got stronger 
armor than spartains. And have more stronger shields so the swords 
won’t go through it as easily. They sharpen there swords and 
weapons more than spartains.



What Roman’s are famous 

Because there are really famous Roman’s in there history. And there is one most 
famous roman called Augustus. Who was the most famous for being the first 
emperor in the year 100 B.C. on July 13th Here are some facts about them.
1 They were the first to be doctors and do medical practices.
2 Popular clothing now there popular clothing is why now we have dresses and 
joggers.
3  Great Architects now there Architects are why we have in Rome some              
of the Colosseum left to explore and enjoy.

4 Shopping centres now when we had a town centre open this is why we have 
town centres. because of the Roman’s they had different types of shops like 
food and clothes.
5 Urine Tax now urine taxes are bathrooms. Before they were called urine taxes 
and this is why we have bathrooms and sinks. So we stay clean because if we 
didn’t  have bathrooms then we wouldn’t know what one is.  And would have to 
study them.


